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HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION BUILDING
1443 800 North, Orem, UT 84057

NOTE THE NEW LOCATION
MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD

By John Little, President

I just want to thank everybody for coming out to the Annual Business Meeting last month at Cabela’s. We would like to see attendance like that at each of our monthly meetings. The Board really enjoyed seeing everyone and getting to meet some new people.

As I sit here at my desk contemplating where to go to lunch, I am reminded of my New Year’s resolutions and how easy the year slips by with no improvements. As we are setting our New Year’s resolutions, we need to remember to set them professionally too. Whether it may be as simple as getting to work on time or wearing our seat-belt, we need to constantly be striving for improvement.

In the recent years I have seen how our profession has changed, and I don’t necessarily like the direction things are going. Please stay informed as to what is going on in the legislature, and keep your local officials updated with this information and your thoughts. If we stay quiet on the subject, it won’t be long and we will lose the authority and processes we have taken years to develop.

I look forward to working with you this year and I hope we can continue to provide quality training throughout the year. If you have any suggestions for training that may interest you, please don’t hesitate to contact me, John Little, at (801) 372-5990 or jlittle@spanishfork.org.
WE OUGHT TO MAKE NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS

HAHAHAHA

NO, SERIOUSLY. PLEASE, LET'S NOT SPOIL THE MOMENT.

THIS YEAR I'M GOING TO LOSE TEN POUNDS. GO FOR IT, GIRL.
AND READ A BOOK A WEEK.
YOU CAN DO IT.
AND BE MORE PATIENT WITH THE KIDS.
NOW YOU'RE STARTING TO SOUND A LITTLE NUTS.

I think I made too many New Year's resolutions this year. It took me almost a full day to break them all.

WHAT EXACTLY IS "A NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION"?
IT'S A "TO DO" LIST FOR THE FIRST WEEK OF JANUARY.

ARE YOU MAKING ANY RESOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW YEAR?
YEAH, I'M RESOLVING TO JUST WING IT AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS.

SO YOU'RE STAYING THE COURSE?
I STICK TO MY STRENGTHS.
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR!
2018 MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE DUE

RENEW ONLINE

CONTINUE GAINING THE GREAT BENEFITS OF BEING A BEEHIVE CHAPTER MEMBER:

- NETWORK OF REGIONAL BUILDING OFFICIALS AND CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS
- MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
- MONTHLY MEETINGS WITH IN-DEPTH DISCUSSIONS AND TRAINING (FOOD PROVIDED)
- AND MUCH MORE!
Who is enforcing section M1507.4 Local Exhaust Rates and Table M1507.4 OF THE IRC?

Click here to submit your answer.

Table M1507.4 requires bathrooms-toilet rooms to have a mechanical exhaust system capable of 50 cfm intermittent or 20 cfm continuous. We need to refer to section M1506 and table M1506.2 when sizing exhaust fans and ducting. A large majority of the 50 cfm fans we have seen in the past do not meet the criteria for these sections. Most manufacturers have been using a 0.1 static pressure (Inches w.c.) when listing their product’s cfm rating while Table 1506.4 requires the cfm rating to be based off 0.25 inch w.c. When using the required 0.25 inch w.c. criteria the typical 50 cfm fan does not meet this code. Most manufacturers are requiring a 80 cfm fan to meet the current code.

In Spanish Fork we have been enforcing this code requirement and have not had much push back. We have seen a positive shift in the quality of exhaust fans being installed and the duct sizing and types being used. Let’s hear what you are requiring and what experiences you have had with this code.
I was born and raised in Heber, Utah. I was the fifth of six kids. At 17 I started working at the local newspaper getting the newspaper ready to mail out. I worked my way up to pressman printing the paper and doing full color printing for magazines and brochures on four color presses. I enjoyed printing and seeing the finished product. In 1997 I moved to south Utah County and continued the same profession for a little over ten years.

While I liked what I did it was not something I wanted to do for the rest of my life. After a year of convincing from a good friend of mine that I would be make a good building inspector and a brother who was already an inspector that provided all the necessary training material, I took the first step.

My first exam was the 1997 UBC but my first job didn’t come until 2003. Sunrise Engineering took a chance on me and I spent most of my time in Herriman City and I spent some time in Saratoga Springs.

I've spent the last thirteen years with Pleasant Grove City (thanks Dave Houston) but this past August things just kind of fell into place and a deal was made to work for Spanish Fork City. (now John Little gets to hear me rant).

(continued on next page)
I have a thirteen-year-old son who will be getting his Eagle at the first of the year so the last couple of years have been busy with camping and backpacking trips. My favorite is our trip to Havasupai Falls in the Grand Canyon. Someday I will go back there. One of our favorite things to do is go to the movies and hang out in the shop together. He loves to weld so we enjoy making projects together. I like working with metal and one of my next hobbies I want to try is blacksmithing. I am currently working on a 1966 Chevy Impala and a 1953 Jeep CJ3.

I don't really care for the cold so my hobbies move indoors where I enjoy pencil drawings. I introduced my son to model cars so we like to build model cars together. Right now, I am learning the art of casting my own resin parts for more custom builds.

I like all things old and always looking for things to restore/refurbish. I like old architecture and hopefully one day I will have my Mid-Century house completed the way I want it. Music is another way I like to pass the time. I have a lot music digitally and still have my cassette tapes and CD's but my favorite is collecting vinyl records and listening to the on my early 60's console. I miss going to the video store on Friday nights and the excitement of waiting for your film to be developed. I still like to look at paper copies of plans on the jobsite. Don’t get me wrong though I still like technology, I have rebuilt a computer that crashed on me and looking in to custom building another computer.
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This newsletter is a monthly publication of the Beehive Chapter of the International Code Council (ICC).

Articles or advertisements appearing herein may be submitted by anyone interested in expressing a viewpoint to the Beehive Chapter membership.

Opinions expressed in the Beehive Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Beehive Chapter ICC.
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